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TERMS OF USE  
VELOCITY 5D 
Last modified: October 13, 2022 

 
VELOCITY 5D (“V5D”) 

 

Welcome to Presagis’ VELOCITY 5D! 

SUMMARY  

1- Platform Introduction 
VELOCITY 5D is a cloud-based geospatial platform available on subscription that allows users to generate their own 
high-fidelity and simulation-ready geospatial 3D digital twins for location intelligence.  
 
As a user, you have rights and responsibilities when using V5D, and so do we. The V5D Terms of Use outline this 
important information in detail. 

2- General Purpose for Access and Use 
When you log into VELOCITY 5D, you are also accepting the current V5D Terms of Use; Presagis may revise them 
from time to time, and we will update the “Last modified” date to ensure you have the latest version. It is important 
to understand these Terms of Use, so please take the time to review them.  
 
Please note that the subscription fees to be paid are fixed per subscription term: your subscription fees will grant 
you with a fixed amount of credits to be used on the platform during such term, if and when these credits are 
exhausted during a given term, you will always have the ability to purchase additional credit packages. Any initial 
subscription is made on an annual basis and shall automatically be renewed on a monthly basis, unless you give us 
written notice to not renew your subscription. 
 
Remember, you must also make sure you follow export control laws when using the platform and downloading 
content from V5D: this means that you are not authorized to upload or download classified or restricted 
information onto the platform. You are solely responsible for compliance with any such import, use, or export 
restrictions.  
 
At Presagis, your privacy matters to us and Presagis’ Privacy Statement explains what data we collect, how we use 
it, and how we protect it. If you want to change your privacy settings, please follow the instructions to such effect 
in the Cookie Policy.  

3- Conduct/Responsibilities on Use 
We are pleased that you will be using V5D and we ask that you use common sense with it, meaning that we expect 
that you will use it responsibly and not attempt to reverse engineer, decrypt or otherwise use it in an objectionable 
way.  

4- Property Content of Presagis 
We are proud to present V5D, and as one of Presagis’ products, the content, features, and functionality of V5D are 
owned by Presagis and/or its licensors, and should not be copied, distributed or the object of unauthorized use. 
Please note that third party data terms might apply. As users, you also have an important role in helping us protect 
our intellectual property from infringement.  

5- Contact 
If you have any questions about these Terms of Use or V5D, please email the Presagis team at v5d@presagis.com.  

https://www.cae.com/privacy-policy/
https://www.presagis.com/en/page/cookie-policy/
mailto:v5d@presagis.com
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*** 

VELOCITY 5D (“V5D”) - TERMS OF USE 
 
VELOCITY 5D is a geospatial platform that allows users to generate their own high-fidelity and simulation-
ready geospatial 3D digital twins for location intelligence. 
 
These VELOCITY 5D terms and conditions (“Terms of Use”) are entered into by and between you and any 
other person or entity on whose behalf you accept these Terms of Use (“you” or “End-User”), and Presagis 
Canada Inc., including any affiliates (Presagis USA Inc. and Presagis Europe S.A.S.; collectively referred to 
as “Presagis”, “we” or “us”). These Terms of Use govern your access to and use of Presagis’ online 
platform VELOCITY 5D (also referred to as “V5D”). Various offerings and content, functionality, and 
materials are offered or made available on or through V5D, including third party data, V5D solutions and 
V5D applications (“Services”). In these Terms of Use, the Services and V5D may be collectively referred to 
as the “Platform”. 
 
These Terms of Use, including any schedules, constitute the legal agreement between you and Presagis 
when you are accessing and using the Platform.  

1 Acceptance of the Terms of Use 
1.1 PLEASE READ THE TERMS OF USE CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU ACCESS AND START TO USE THE 

PLATFORM. BY ACCESSING AND USING THE PLATFORM, OR BY CLICKING TO ACCEPT OR AGREE TO 
THE TERMS OF USE WHEN THIS OPTION IS MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO 
BE BOUND AND ABIDE BY THESE TERMS OF USE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THESE TERMS 
OF USE, YOU MUST NOT ACCESS OR USE THE PLATFORM. 

1.2 Be aware that since the Services available on the Platform are diverse, additional terms and policies 
may apply, including Third Party Terms (as such term is defined below). When you access any 
Services to which these additional terms and policies relate, then they become part of the Terms 
of Use. 

2 Changes to the Terms of Use 
2.1 We may revise these Terms of Use from time to time. Presagis will alert you about any changes by 

updating the “Last modified” date of these Terms of Use, and you hereby waive any right to receive 
specific notice of each such change. Your access and use of the Platform after such changes are 
posted indicates your acceptance of the changes. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any modifications 
made to Subscription Fees and Credits shall only be applicable at the renewal of a given Term for 
which you will receive prior written notice. 

3 License and Access to the Platform 
3.1 License Grant on V5D. Subject to these Terms of Use, Presagis grants you a limited, non-exclusive, 

personal, revocable, and non-transferable license (without the right to sublicense) to access, view 
and use VELOCITY 5D for the Purpose only, as such term is defined hereinafter. You can use 
VELOCITY 5D either for your non-commercial or commercial use. Your license provides you with the 
right to download, store and generate copies of data comprising duly licensed Content (as such 
term is defined in Section 3.6 below), upload your own Content, as well as, but subject to Sections 
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 (respectively “License Grant on Database”, “Geographical Information System 
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Data” and “License Grant on Content to Third Parties"), use third parties’ Content duly licensed to 
you, the whole provided that you maintain all copyright and other notices contained in all such 
Content. If you violate any provision of these Terms of Use, your permission to use the Platform 
automatically terminates and you must immediately destroy any copies you have made of any 
Content (at the exclusion of your own Content). 

3.2 License Grant on Database.  
3.2.1 General. Databases are available for purchase on the Platform. Subject to applicable fees, Presagis 

grants you a limited, non-exclusive, personal, revocable, royalty-free and non-transferable license 
(without the right to sublicense) to access, view and use the Database in V5D for the Purpose only, 
as such term is defined hereinafter. You can use the Database either for your non-commercial or 
commercial use, and in such latter case, solely for your own internal business purposes. For the 
purpose of this section, “Database” shall mean all or any portion of Presagis’ compiled Common 
Database (CDB) data, as well as any other database output format supported by VELOCITY 5D. For 
instance, a Database can be a geographic region, a city, an airport area, etc. For clarity, a separate 
license with the Database owner will be required for downloading, storing and generating copies 
of the Database, as well as for any external business purposes.  

3.2.2 OpenStreetMap. Some of the data used in our Database might contain parts of OpenStreetMap. 
By using any OpenStreetMap, you acknowledge and agree that you have read, and that you agree 
to be bound by, its terms of use, which may be found at 
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright/en. 

3.2.3 Maxar Technologies Inc. (formerly DigitalGlobe Inc.) Imagery Only. Except as expressly permitted 
in Section 3.2.1, you will not, and will not permit any other end-user or third party to: (a) publish, 
transmit, reproduce, create derivatives of or otherwise utilize the Maxar Technologies Inc. 
imagery (“Maxar Imagery”) in any form, format or media; (b) merge the Maxar Imagery with any 
other data, information or content; (c) reverse engineer or otherwise attempt to derive the 
algorithms, databases or data structures upon which the Maxar Imagery is based; (d) distribute, 
sublicense, rent, lease or loan the Maxar Imagery; (e) use the Maxar Imagery for the business 
needs of any third person or entity, including without limitation, providing any services to any 
third parties; (f) remove, bypass or circumvent any electronic or other forms of protection 
measure included on or with the Maxar Imagery; (g) alter, obscure or remove any copyright 
notice, copyright management information or proprietary legend contained in or on the Maxar 
Imagery; or (h) otherwise use or access the Maxar Imagery or any derivatives for any purpose not 
expressly permitted under these Terms of Use, including, without limitation, for commercial 
purposes, redistribution, retransmission or publication in exchange for a fee or other 
consideration, advertising or for use in marketing and promotional materials. You acknowledge 
that you need to obtain a separate distribution license from Maxar Technologies Inc. in order to 
distribute or publish such Maxar Imagery or any derivative in any form not expressly permitted 
under Section 3.2.1.  

3.3 Geographical Information System Data. Geographical Information System (GIS) source data owned 
by third parties (“Third Party Data”) available on the Platform is supported by such third parties 
only and may be governed by third party additional provisions (“Third Party Terms”). By accessing 
and using any Third Party Data, you acknowledge and agree that you have read and agree to be 
bound by such Third Party Terms, which may be found at 
https://www.presagis.com/en/page/third-party-data-attributions. Please note that these Third 
Party Terms may be updated from time to time by the Third Party Data providers. If there is any 
inconsistency between these Terms of Use and any Third Party Terms, the Third Party Terms will 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright/en
https://www.presagis.com/en/page/third-party-data-attributions
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govern with respect to the use of the Third Party Data.  
3.4 License Grant on Your Content to Third Parties. Subject to Section 9.4 (“Your Content”), if you share 

your Content with other end-users of the Platform, such access to your Content will be provided 
under a personal, non-exclusive, royalty-free and “view only” license, without any right to transfer 
or sublicense, to which you hereby agree. For clarity, other end-users accessing your Content will 
only be able to view your Content, including viewing Visualisation Scenarios, but not copy, 
distribute, modify, or transmit it.  

3.5 License Grant on Your Content to Presagis. In order for Presagis to host your Content and, as 
applicable, to provide other V5D end-users access to your Content, you hereby grant Presagis a 
non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, transferable, and sub-licensable right and license to use, 
display, cache, copy, distribute, modify, transmit, and store your Content; you hereby represent 
having the right to grant these rights to Presagis. 

3.6 Using the Platform and Purpose of the Platform. You agree to use the Platform solely for the 
Purpose. The Platform provides you with the ability to: 
a) Use, upload and host data, such as terrain, imagery, buildings and vector data (“Content”). 

Content can be licensed to you by Presagis directly, other end-users or third parties; 
b) Process Content into formats optimized for web streaming, analytics or simulation; 
c) Use our artificial intelligence tool to extract building footprints, vegetation and more, to 

generate same in Content; 
d) Access free and/or paid subscription geospatial datasets; 
e) Create 3D scenes Content (digital twins) to be shared with third parties; 
f) Use the Content for integration into the Services;  
g) View and use V5D applications created by other end-users who provide you access; and 
h) When available, create data visualisation scenarios (each a “Visualisation Scenario”) using your 

Content, third-party Content, V5D Content or data. 
(collectively, the “Purpose”) 

It is up to you to take appropriate measures to ensure accuracy, legality (e.g. proper licensing 
rights) and relevance of Content and/or data and to prevent any loss of Content and/or data. 

Please note that it is possible that not all the features and Services, including Content, described 
on the Platform are available in all jurisdictions.  

3.7 Restrictions of Use. Your use of the Platform is subject to the conditions below. Unless expressly 
permitted in writing by Presagis, you may not, in whole or in part: 
a) reverse engineer, decompile, decrypt, disassemble, copy, reproduce, duplicate, distribute, 

modify, alter, tamper with, assign, transfer, sublicense, lease, rent, sell, publish, broadcast, 
transmit, translate, circulate in any form, extract any source code or part of the Platform 
(except specifically provided sample code), or otherwise ghost, frame, mirror or export same, 
or attempt to or derive any services, products, training material or any source code equivalent 
to the Platform; 

b) place or sell advertising, sponsorships, services, promotions or barter on the Platform; 
c) deep link to any portion of the Platform for any purpose; 
d) attempt to, assist, authorize or encourage others to circumvent, disable or defeat any of the 

security features or components, such as digital rights management software or encryption, 
that protect the Platform; 

e) access or monitor any part of the Platform using any robot, spider, scraper or other automated 
means or any manual process for any purpose; 
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f) alter, obscure or remove any proprietary marks and/or notices, including the Terms of Use, on 
the Platform; 

g) interfere with or attempt to gain unauthorized access to an account or computer network; 
h) use the Platform in a manner that may damage or overburden the Platform, or interfere with 

other end-users’ use of the Platform; 
i) store or transmit on the Platform viruses, Trojan horses, or any other malicious code or program 

that is destructive in nature; 
j) when applicable, use any executables on the Platform that have not been licensed to you; 
k) network the Platform, or make it available for concurrent use; 
l) incorporate the Platform in any other product or service; 
m) use the Platform to enable, support, or otherwise aid yourself, or a third party, to develop any 

product, or service whatsoever; 
n) allow anyone else to access the Platform by using your password, username and/or email 

address, or access the Platform under a false identity; 
o) use the Platform in a manner that violates the rights of any third party (including rights relating 

to intellectual property, privacy, publicity and/or human rights); 
p) use the Platform to upload or store information deemed restricted or classified by local or 

government agencies or authorities; 
q) use the Platform in bad faith, or contribute to a negative or unwelcoming community spirit; 
r) at Presagis’ sole discretion, use the Platform in any way that is contrary to its intent, unlawful, 

libelous, defamatory, obscene, pornographic, indecent, lewd, suggestive, harassing, 
threatening, invasive of privacy or publicity rights, abusive, inflammatory, fraudulent, or 
otherwise considered to be objectionable. 

3.8 Compliance with Applicable Laws. When using the Platform, you agree to comply with all applicable 
laws, rules, regulations, and orders of any governmental authority, including any intellectual 
property laws, privacy laws and export control laws, as well as any third party agreements 
applicable to you. 
Please do not misuse the Platform. You may use our Platform only as permitted by these Terms 
of Use. Any misuse may result in immediate suspension or termination, with or without notice, 
of your access to the Platform, including to any of your Content hosted or Content licensed to you 
on the Platform. 

3.9 Feedback. You agree to, as applicable, provide Presagis, from time to time, with comments, 
suggestions, data, information or feedback (“Feedback”) on or about the Platform through the 
applicable channels. You acknowledge and agree that such Feedback shall be treated as non-
confidential and may be freely used by Presagis, at its sole discretion, for the design, development, 
improvement, marketing and commercialization of its products and services, without any 
restrictions or obligation to you. You understand that you have no rights on the Feedback, including 
any intellectual property rights or moral rights. 

4 Fees and Payment Terms 
4.1 Subscription-Based Services. Subject to Section 5.1, in order to access and use the Platform, you 

need a valid subscription (“Subscription”). Initial Subscription is available on an annual basis only, 
and any renewal thereafter will be made on a monthly basis pursuant to Section 4.7 below (each a 
“Term”). Depending on your situation, you can purchase an individual, team or an enterprise 
Subscription. Thus, your Subscription Fees may be paid for on your behalf (for example, enterprise 
Subscription paid by your employer). Please refer to Exhibit A for more details. 

4.2 Fees. All subscription fees (“Subscription Fees”) are payable in advance by credit card. We reserve 
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the right to increase our Subscription Fees, at our sole discretion, however such increase will not 
affect active Subscriptions already paid and is subject to a 30 days’ notice. Your Subscription will 
grant you a fixed amount of credits (“Credits”) to be consumed during your Subscription Term; 
Credits included with a Subscription expire at the end of such Subscription Term. Please note that 
you always have the possibility to purchase additional Credits should the initial Credits included 
under your Subscription have been consumed before the expiration of said Subscription. Additional 
Credits packages that you purchased are carried on as long as you have a valid Subscription, 
however they will expire 24 months after their purchase date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, you 
understand that Presagis will not be liable to you or to any third-party for any modifications to Third 
Party Terms, including Third-Party Data providers’ licensing fees.  
ALL PURCHASES ARE FINAL AND NO REFUND WILL BE GIVEN FOR UNUSED 
CREDITS/SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD DURING A GIVEN SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD. PRESAGIS WILL NOT 
BE LIABLE TO YOU OR TO ANY THIRD-PARTY FOR ANY MODIFICATIONS, INCLUDING ANY FEES 
INCREASE. 

4.3 Credits. Please refer to Exhibit A for current Subscription Fees applicable and Credits allowance. 
Your Credits allow you to interact with the Platform to either store, process, visualize or transfer 
Content and data.  

4.4 Taxes.  
4.4.1 Presagis will add to the Fees, sales and use tax, value added tax, goods and service tax and other 

such indirect type taxes as required and applicable to the Fees under the relevant tax laws and 
issue the appropriate invoice in the format and with information as required by the local law. You 
or the entity/person paying the Fees on your behalf (“Payor”) will pay Presagis for the Fees plus 
these applicable indirect taxes.  

4.4.2 The Fees are exclusive of all taxes and other like charges imposed by any taxing authority 
(including the indirect taxes required under the relevant tax law to be added to the Fees as 
mentioned above). 

4.4.3 The Payor shall pay the Fees, and any other amounts owed under these Terms of Use, without 
withholding or deduction for taxes. If the Payor is required by any applicable law to deduct or 
withhold amounts otherwise payable to Presagis hereunder, the Payor will pay the required 
amount to the relevant governmental authority, provide Presagis with a withholding tax 
certificate evidencing the payment and pay to Presagis, in addition to the payment to which 
Presagis is otherwise entitled under these Terms of Use, such additional amount as is necessary 
to ensure that the net amount actually received by Presagis, free and clear of all taxes and 
withholdings, equals the full amount Presagis would have received had no such deduction or 
withholding been required. 

4.4.4 The parties will cooperate to enable each party to more accurately determine its own tax liability 
and to minimize such liability to the extent legally permissible. Each party will provide and make 
available to the other any resale certificates, information regarding out-of-state or out-of-country 
sales or services, and other exemption certificates or information reasonably requested by the 
other party. 

4.5 Cancelling your Subscription. You may give us notice to terminate your Subscription at any time 
(including any renewal Term), but you will not be refunded for any unused Credits or remaining 
months on your Subscription period, unless it is legally required. For clarity, you may give notice to 
terminate at any time but your Subscription will terminate at the end of its Term, and you will not 
be refunded any Subscription Fees paid, including fees paid for additional Credits packages. 
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4.6 Trial Version. In order for you to assess the Platform, Presagis offers you a one-time only 30 day 
(“Trial Period”) free trial version of the Platform solely for evaluation purposes (“Trial Access”). Any 
Trial Access is provided on a “as is” basis, without any warranties or liability to Presagis, and Presagis 
has no duty to provide support to you during this Trial Period. See Exhibit A for more details on Trial 
Access. Once the Trial Period is up, you will only be able to access and use the Platform by 
subscribing to it. If you do not wish to subscribe, beware that you will lose access to the Content 
and data. Please note that the Trial Access does not give you the rights to (i) generate or download 
Visualisation Scenarios; and (ii) generate or download outputs. 

4.7 Month-to-Month Automatic Renewal. At the end of its initial Term of one year, your Subscription 
will automatically be renewed for successive Terms of one month (monthly basis) at the then-
current Subscription Fees, to which you hereby agree. For any applicable Subscription Fees increase 
or Credits allowance modifications, Presagis shall give you a written notice of the then-current 
Subscription Fees and Credits allowance. If you do not wish to automatically renew your 
Subscription, you must give Presagis written notice of same at least 30 days before the termination 
of your initial Term of one year. If an auto-renewal fails because of an issue with payment, your 
Subscription will be suspended and Presagis will notify you in the best delay. As a reminder, you 
may cancel your Subscription at any time during its Term, however, no refunds will be provided for 
any partially unused months.  

5 User Account 
5.1 In order to be able to access the Platform and use the Services, you must sign up for a user account 

(“User Account”) and, as mentioned in Section 17, you must obtain customer clearance from our 
export control department (clearance check). If you are not or no longer duly authorized, you may 
not access the Platform and/or your access may be revoked without further notice. Thus, to access 
the Platform, or certain resources or services such as any online platform controlled by Presagis, 
you may be asked to provide certain registration details or other relevant information. 

5.2 When signing up for your User Account, you must use a unique username and password that you 
must keep secure (“User ID”). You are only allowed to sign up for one User Account and you will 
not share your User ID with anyone else. Presagis will not be liable for any loss or damage that you 
may incur as a result of someone else using your User ID or User Account, either with or without 
your knowledge. Presagis reserves the right to disable any User Account issued to you at any time 
in the event of a breach of any of your warranties, representations or obligations under these Terms 
of Use. Presagis will also disable access to terminated or expired User Account. If Presagis disables 
access to a User Account issued to you, you may be prevented from accessing the Platform. 

5.3 As a condition of your use of the Platform, you warrant that: (i) you have reached the age of majority 
in your jurisdiction of residence; (ii) you possess the legal authority to create a binding legal 
obligation; (iii) you will use the Platform in accordance with these Terms of Use; (iv) all information 
supplied by you on the Platform is true, accurate, current and complete; and (v) if you are accessing 
or using the Platform on behalf of a corporate entity, you represent and warrant that you have the 
authority to bind such entity to these Terms of Use. 

5.4 You may not assign, transfer or sublicense your User Account and these Terms of Use, by operation 
of law or otherwise, without Presagis’ prior written consent. Any attempt by you to assign or 
transfer your User Account or these Terms of Use, without such consent, will be null and of no 
effect. 

5.5 When available, and as part of the functionality of the Platform, you may link your User Account 
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with online accounts you have with third-party service providers (each such account, a “Third-Party 
Account”) to confirm your identity by providing your Third-Party Account login information through 
the Platform (“Single Sign-on Authentication”), the whole as permitted under the applicable terms 
and conditions that govern your use of such Third-Party Account. You represent and warrant that 
you are entitled to disclose your Third-Party Account login information to us and/or grant us access 
to your Third-Party Account, without breach by you of any of the terms and conditions that govern 
your use of the applicable Third-Party Account, and without obligating us to pay any fees or making 
us subject to any usage limitations imposed by the third-party service provider of the Third-Party 
Account. Depending on the Third-Party Account you choose and subject to the privacy settings that 
you have set in such Third-Party Account, personally identifiable information that you provide to 
your Third-Party Account, directly or indirectly, may be used to confirm your identity and to provide 
you access to the Product. Please note that if a Third-Party Account or associated service becomes 
unavailable or our access to such Third-Party Account is terminated by the third-party service 
provider, then the Single Sign-On Authentication feature may no longer be available on and through 
the Platform. You will have the ability to disable the connection between your User Account on the 
Platform and your Third-Party Account at any time. Presagis has no control over these Third-Party 
Accounts and assume no liability with regards to their handling of your personal information. When 
using the Single Sign-On Authentication feature, you agree and understand that such use is at your 
own risk. PLEASE NOTE THAT YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE THIRD-PARTY SERVICE PROVIDERS 
ASSOCIATED WITH YOUR THIRD-PARTY ACCOUNTS IS GOVERNED SOLELY BY YOUR AGREEMENT(S) 
WITH SUCH THIRD-PARTY SERVICE PROVIDERS.  

6 NO WARRANTY: YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE OF THE PLATFORM IS AT 
YOUR SOLE RISK. 

6.1 TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW BUT SUBJECT TO THESE TERMS OF 
USE, THE PLATFORM, CONTENT AND ANY SERVICES PERFORMED OR PROVIDED BY THE PLATFORM 
ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY 
OF ANY KIND, AND PRESAGIS HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO THE PLATFORM, CONTENT AND ANY SERVICES, EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR 
STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, COMPATIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, ACCURACY, QUIET ENJOYMENT, TITLE, AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD-PARTY 
RIGHTS. PRESAGIS WILL HAVE NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THIRD PARTY CONTENT AND 
YOU WILL LOOK SOLELY TO SUCH THIRD PARTIES. 

6.2 FURTHERMORE, PRESAGIS DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE PLATFORM, THE CONTENT, ITS 
FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS WILL MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS, BE UNINTERRUPTED, BE 
SECURE, BE ACCURATE, BE COMPLETE, BE FREE OF ERRORS, VIRUSES, OR OTHER HARMFUL 
COMPONENTS, AND PRESAGIS DOES NOT WARRANT THAT IT WILL CORRECT SUCH DISCREPANCIES. 
YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PLATFORM. NO 
ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY PRESAGIS OR ITS AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY. YOUR USE OF INTERNET AND ANY RELIANCE YOU 
PLACE ON THE INFORMATION FOUND ON OUR PLATFORM IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. ANY 
INFORMATION SENT OR RECEIVED OVER THE INTERNET IS GENERALLY UNSECURE. PRESAGIS 
CANNOT GUARANTEE THE SECURITY OF ANY COMMUNICATION TO OR FROM THE PLATFORM. YOU 
ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING SAFEGUARDS TO PROTECT THE SECURITY AND 
INTEGRITY OF YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM. SHOULD THE PLATFORM OR SERVICES PROVE DEFECTIVE, 
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YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR, OR CORRECTION. THE 
FOREGOING DOES NOT AFFECT ANY WARRANTIES THAT CANNOT BE EXCLUDED OR LIMITED UNDER 
APPLICABLE LAW. 

7 Limitation of Liability 
7.1 TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PROVIDED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL PRESAGIS, ITS AFFILIATES, OR THEIR 

LICENSORS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, OFFICERS, OR DIRECTORS BE LIABLE FOR 
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, UNDER ANY LEGAL THEORY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
YOUR USE, OR INABILITY TO USE, THE PLATFORM, ANY WEBSITES LINKED TO IT, ANY SERVICES OR 
CONTENT, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS 
OF REVENUE, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF BUSINESS OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS, BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION, INACURATE INFORMATION, LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF GOODWILL, LOSS OF DATA, OR 
ANY OTHER LOSS INCURRED IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR MISUSE OF THE PLATFORM AND 
WHETHER CAUSED BY TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), BREACH OF CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, 
EVEN IF FORESEEABLE. 

7.2 Further, except for any Trial Access of the Platform where Presagis shall have no liability to you 
whatsoever, the total liability of Presagis and its suppliers and distributors for any claims under 
these Terms of Use, including for any implied warranties, including damages arising from a third 
party infringement claim, is limited to the amount that you or your employer and/or the corporate 
entity you are representing actually paid us, net of taxes, for you to access the Platform during the 
current Term of your Subscription. If no fees were paid to access the Platform, Presagis’ total 
liability shall not exceed USD100. The limitation above reflects the allocation of risk between you 
and Presagis. The limitations specified in this section will survive and apply even if any limited 
remedy specified in these terms is found to have failed of its essential purpose. The existence of 
one or more claims under these Terms of Use will not increase the maximum liability amount. 

7.3 We recognise that in some countries, you might have legal rights as a consumer and as such, 
nothing in these Terms of Use limits any consumers’ legal rights if these may not be waived by 
contract. 

8 Indemnification 
8.1 You will, at your expense, indemnify, defend and hold us and our employees, agents, successors, 

directors, officers, subsidiaries, affiliates, licensors, service providers and assigns harmless from any 
suits, losses, claims, demands, liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorney fees) 
threatened, brought or made by any third party due to or arising out of (i) your use of the Platform; 
(ii) your failure to comply with any applicable laws and regulations (including without limitation any 
violation of copyright, patent, trademark, privacy or other right); (iii) any claim that your Content 
caused damage to a third party (including without limitation any infringement claims); and (iv) your 
breach of these Terms of Use. We will provide you with prompt written notice of any such claim, 
allow you to control the defense and settlement of such claim, and will provide you with proper 
and full information and assistance at your expense to settle and/or defend any such claim. You 
agree not to settle any action, claim or demand on our behalf without our prior written consent. 
We will have the right to participate in the defense and hire counsel of our choice. 

9 Intellectual Property Rights 
9.1 Property Rights of Presagis. The Platform and its entire content, features, and functionality 

(including but not limited to all information, software, text, displays, images, video, and audio, and 
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the design, selection, and arrangement thereof) are owned by Presagis, its licensors (including 
other end-users), or other providers of such material and are protected by intellectual property or 
proprietary rights laws. 

9.2 No Other Rights Granted. Using this Platform does not give you ownership of any intellectual 
property rights in our data, the Content, Services or Platform. These Terms of Use do not grant you 
the right to use any branding or logos used on our Platform. Do not remove, obscure or alter any 
legal notices displayed on or along with our Platform. All rights in and to the Platform and Content 
not expressly granted to you are reserved by Presagis and its licensors and suppliers. 

9.3 Trademarks. Presagis and Presagis & Design are trademarks of Presagis Canada Inc. Other names, 
words, titles, phrases, logos, designs, graphics, icons and trademarks that might be displayed on 
the Platform may constitute registered or unregistered trademarks of Presagis Canada Inc. or third 
parties. While certain trademarks of third parties may be used by Presagis under license, the display 
of third party trademarks on the Platform should not be taken to imply any relationship or license 
between Presagis and the owner of the trademark or to imply that Presagis endorses the wares, 
services or business of the owner of the said trademark. 

9.4 Your Content. Subject to third-party rights, including your licensors, any Content that you post on 
the Platform remains yours; you retain all your rights to your Content at all times. Other end-users 
can only access your Content if you give them such access and permission, in which case Section 
3.4 (“License Grant on Your Content to Third Parties”) shall apply. Presagis will not verify, 
investigate or endorse any Content submitted on the Platform. You represent having all proper 
rights to your Content in order to upload it onto the Platform. You are also solely responsible for 
your Content and the consequences of posting it on V5D. Presagis expressly disclaims all liability in 
connection with your Content. 

9.5 Infringement. In the event you learn that there is, or may be, any infringement, unauthorized use 
or unauthorized disclosure of the Platform or Content, in whole or in part, you shall promptly notify 
Presagis in writing of same. In the event of a possible infringement or unauthorized use of the 
Platform or Content, Presagis retains the sole right, in its sole discretion, to commence a legal action 
or to take any action in response thereto. You shall cooperate and provide all available information 
and assistance to Presagis in such regard. Presagis shall not be bound by any settlement or 
compromise of any charge of infringement made without its written consent. You acknowledge 
that Presagis shall have the right to take such measures which Presagis deems appropriate to 
minimise any potential damages due to any alleged claim. Presagis will have no liability for 
infringement claims related to modifications or combination of the Platform with any product that 
is not a Presagis product. 

9.6 Continuous Use of the Platform. If the resolution of an infringement claim, whether by definitive 
settlement or final judgment prevent you from using the Platform, then, at its sole discretion and 
expense, Presagis may:  

a. obtain for you the right to continue using the Platform, or  
b. replace or modify the Platform without substantially compromising its principal functions, or  
c. if a. and/or b. are not reasonably available, as determined by Presagis exercising its sole 
discretion, then Presagis may terminate the Platform license and, notwithstanding Section 4.2, 
reimburse you the Subscription Fees paid, on a pro-rata basis, for the remaining time of the Term. 

9.7 Section 9.6 (“Continuous Use of the Platform”) sets out Presagis' entire liability and End-User's 
exclusive remedy for infringement claims.  
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10 Term, termination, and suspension. 
10.1 Effective Date. These Terms of Use are effective as of the date you click “Yes” to confirm your 

agreement with the Platform’s conditions or when you first login to the Platform, whichever occurs 
first. 

10.2 Termination or Suspension. Subject to Section 4.7 (“Month-to-Month Automatic Renewal”), these 
Terms of Use will remain in effect until the expiration, termination or cancellation of your 
Subscription, whichever is earliest. If your User Account is revoked or terminated, you will no longer 
have access to the Platform. We reserve the right to terminate or suspend your access to all or part 
of the Platform for any violation of these Terms of Use, with or without prior notice, the whole 
without any compensation. 

10.3 Effects of Termination.  
10.3.1 Subject to Section 10.4 (“Retrieval Period”), upon termination, the limited licenses and rights 

given by these Terms of Use will automatically terminate and you, or others using your Content 
or data, may no longer have access to such Content or data that you stored on the Platform.  

10.3.2 Further, upon termination you shall: (i) discontinue all use of the Platform and Content (except 
for your Content); (ii) if applicable, purge all copies of the Content (except for your Content) or 
any portion thereof from all computer storage devices or medium on which you have placed or 
permitted others to place the Content; and (iii) give Presagis, upon request to such effect, written 
certification that you have complied with all of your obligations hereunder.  

10.3.3 After termination of your Subscription, Presagis will make reasonable attempts to promptly 
remove your Content and data from the Platform. However, caching of, or references to, your 
Content and data may not be immediately removed, subject to Presagis’ Privacy Statement. 

10.4 Retrieval Period. Upon the termination of your Subscription, regardless of the reason for 
termination, you will be able to retrieve your Content and data, upon a written notice given to such 
effect to Presagis, at the latest 14 days following the termination date (“Retrieval Period”), at the 
exclusion of any personal information which shall be treated in accordance with the Privacy 
Statement. 

10.5 No Liability. Presagis will not be liable for any damages, losses, or other consequences that you may 
incur as a result of any suspension or termination of your use and access of the Platform or your 
User Account. 

10.6 Survival. The following sections shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect: 3.7 (“Restrictions 
of Use”), 3.9 (“Feedback”), 6 (“No Warranty”), 7 (“Limitation of Liability”), 8 (“Indemnification”) 
9 (“Intellectual Property Rights”), 10 (“Term and Termination”), 13 (“Confidentiality”), 19 
(“Irreparable Harm”), 20 (“Governing Law and Dispute Resolution”) and 21 (“Miscellaneous”), as 
well as any other sections which, by their nature and context, are intended to survive termination 
and remain in effect. 

11 Monitoring and Enforcement 
11.1 Monitoring and Enforcement. Upon request, you will provide assurances acceptable to Presagis 

that you are using the Platform, including the Content, consistently with the terms of these Terms 
of Use. Presagis has the right to: (i) embed a audit/security mechanism within the Platform to verify 
your compliance with these Terms of Use, including any Subscription limitations; (ii) remove or 
refuse to post any Content or other end-user contributions as we deem necessary or appropriate 
in our sole discretion, including if Presagis believes that such Content or end-user contribution 
violates these Terms of Use, infringes any intellectual property right or other right of any person or 
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entity, threatens the personal safety of end-users of the Platform or the public, or could create 
liability for Presagis; (iii) take appropriate legal action, including without limitation, referral to law 
enforcement, for any illegal or unauthorized use of the Platform; (iv) cooperate fully with any law 
enforcement authorities or court order requesting or directing Presagis to disclose the identity or 
other information of anyone posting any materials on or through the Platform. 

11.2 No Monitoring Obligation. Nonetheless, Presagis cannot and does not undertake to verify, 
investigate, endorse or review all Content and material before it is posted onto the Platform, and 
cannot always ensure prompt removal of objectionable material after it has been posted. You are 
solely responsible for the Content you use and the consequences of using and/or uploading it on 
the Platform. Accordingly, Presagis expressly disclaims all liability in connection with any Content; 
Presagis assumes no liability for any action or inaction regarding transmissions, communications, 
or Content provided by any end-user or third party. Presagis has no liability or responsibility to 
anyone for performance or non-performance of the activities described in this section. 

12 Links to third Party.  
12.1 Our Platform displays some Content, including your Content, that is not Presagis’ and may contain 

links to third-party web sites or applications (“Third Party Works”). These links are provided solely 
as a convenience to you and not as an endorsement by Presagis of the content of Third Party Works. 
Presagis is not responsible for the content of any Third Party Works, nor does it make any 
representation or warranty of any kind regarding any Third Party Works. While Presagis may 
encourage links to the Platform, it does not wish to be linked to or from any Third Party Works 
which contain, post or transmit any unlawful information of any kind. Presagis reserves the right to 
prohibit or refuse to accept any link to the Platform, including, without limitation, any link which 
contains or makes available any Content or information of the foregoing nature, at any time. You 
agree to remove any link or infringing material you control on the Platform upon the request of 
Presagis. 

13 Confidentiality 
13.1 You agree to keep these Terms of Use and any sensitive information provided to you by Presagis, 

including any tailored services and/or software, provided to you through the Platform in strict 
confidence and that you will not disclose them to anyone without the prior express written consent 
of Presagis. These obligations of confidentiality and non-disclosure shall not apply to information 
which: (i) is or becomes publicly available through no fault of your own; (ii) was already in your 
rightful possession prior to its receipt from Presagis; (iii) is obtained by you in good faith and on a 
non-confidential basis and without a use restriction from a third party who lawfully obtained and 
disclosed such information; (iv) is required to be disclosed by law, and only to the extent of such 
disclosure and limited to the purpose requested. Any information received through the Platform 
does not come within the foregoing exceptions merely because features of it may be found 
separately or within a general disclosure in the public domain. 

13.2 For more clarity, Presagis will not disclose your Content to any government or third party without 
your consent except as required to comply with the law or a binding order of a governmental body. 
Unless prohibited by law, we will give you notice of such request.  

14 Privacy Protection 
14.1 Privacy Statement. Presagis’ Privacy Statement, found at https://www.cae.com/privacy-policy/, 

explain how we treat your personal data and protect your privacy when you use our Platform. By 
using the Platform, you acknowledge our Privacy Statement, incorporated herein by reference. 

https://www.cae.com/privacy-policy/
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14.2 Cookie Policy. Presagis’ Cookie Policy, found at https://www.presagis.com/en/page/cookie-policy/ 
explain our usage of cookies and other tracking technologies when you use our Platform. By using 
the Platform, you acknowledge our Cookie Policy, incorporated herein by reference. You can 
change your cookie settings at any time by following the instructions to such effect in the Cookie 
Policy. 

15 Communication Preferences 
15.1 By creating a User Account and/or by accessing and using the Platform, you agree to receive 

electronic communications from Presagis (e.g., via email, push notification, text messages, or other 
types of messages). These mandatory communications include important service announcements, 
security alerts, administrative messages, important notices about your User Account, including any 
transactional information, and are necessary for providing the Services and Platform.  

16 Modifying our Platform 
16.1 We are constantly changing and improving our Platform. We may add or remove functionalities or 

features, and we may suspend or stop the Services and/or Platform altogether, at Presagis’ sole 
discretion. 

17 Export Laws 
17.1 Presagis is committed to comply with all applicable Sanctions Regulations and shall not provide 

software, content or services to any entity or individual being restricted or sanctioned or otherwise. 
“Sanctions Regulations” shall include, but are not limited to, those imposed by the government of 
Canada, the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) List of Specially Designated Nationals 
and Blocked Persons, the U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) Entity List, BIS List of Denied 
Persons, the BIS Unverified List, the U.S. Directorate of Defense Trade Controls list of Debarred 
Parties, the European Union Sanctions list, and any other applicable local foreign sanctions 
program.  

17.2 Presagis shall conduct independent screening of any entity, person and end-user using the 
Platform, and deny access to same, including Content, to any entity, person or end-user determined 
or suspected to be restricted or sanctioned. You agree to cooperate with Presagis’ reasonable 
requests for information regarding such screening results.  

17.3 You confirm that you and/or the entity(ies) you are representing while using the Platform, including 
Content, are not subject to Sanctions Regulations. 

17.4 You agree to comply with Export Control Laws and Regulations while using the Platform, including 
Content. You shall not upload any data subject to Export Control Laws and Regulations onto the 
Platform or any service hosted in Presagis’ cloud environment. “Export Control Laws and 
Regulations” shall include, but are not limited to, those enacted by the Canadian Government (e.g. 
Export and Import Permits Act, the Export Control List), the U.S. Government (e.g. the International 
Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”) (22 C.F.R. Parts 120 et seq.); the Export Administration 
Regulations (“EAR”) 15 CFR Parts 730-774, the European Union (e.g. controls on exports of dual-
use items and technology implemented pursuant to Council Regulation (EC) No. 428/2009), and any 
other applicable domestic export control laws or regulations. 

17.5 You understand that the Platform, including Content, is intended to be used for your benefit and/or 
the entity(ies) you are representing’s benefit only. You hereby represent and warrant that the 
Platform, including Content, will not be exported, reexported, transferred or retransferred, partially 
or complete, to any third parties (individual or company).  

18 U.S. Government End-User Rights 

https://www.presagis.com/en/page/cookie-policy/
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18.1 The Platform, including Content, and related documentation are “commercial items” as that term 
is defined at 48 C.F.R. 2.101, consisting of “technical data” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.211 
or 48 C.F.R. 227.7102. Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.211 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7102-1 through 227.7102-
4, as applicable, all U.S. Government end-users acquire the V5D Platform, including Content, with 
only those rights set forth therein. 

19 Irreparable Harm 
19.1 You acknowledge that the Platform constitutes a special, irreplaceable asset of great value to 

Presagis, and that a breach or threatened breach of any of these Terms of Use would cause serious 
and irreparable harm to Presagis which may not be adequately compensated for in damages. If you 
breach any of these Terms of Use, you consent to injunctive proceedings or other equitable relief 
being issued against you (without Presagis being obligated to post any bond in connection 
therewith, when applicable), Presagis maintaining its rights to any other recourses and remedies it 
may have. 

20 Governing Law and Dispute Resolution 
20.1 By accessing and using the Platform, you agree that all matters relating to your access to, or use of, 

the Platform, shall be governed, when applicable, by the laws of Ontario, without regard to conflict 
of laws principles, and the Federal laws of Canada will apply, and the parties herein attorn to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Ontario. Notwithstanding the above, a) if the dispute relates 
to a third-party claim brought in a different jurisdiction or court then the dispute may be brought 
before such jurisdiction or court and b) if a party seeks injunctive proceedings, then it is entitled to 
seek relief before the competent tribunal of any jurisdiction. Except otherwise awarded by 
competent authorities, each party will be responsible for their own costs and expenses, including 
attorney and professional expert fees. 

21 Miscellaneous 
21.1 Entire Agreement. These Terms of Use constitute the entire agreement between us with respect to 

the subject matter hereof and supersede and replace all prior agreements and understandings.  
21.2 Unenforceable. Any term or provision found by a court of law to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable 

shall automatically be deemed conformed to the minimum requirements of law and it, with all 
other provisions, shall be given full force and effect. Such findings of illegality, invalidity, and/or 
unenforceability of one or more of the provisions herein shall not affect the remaining provisions. 

21.3 No Waiver. If you do not comply with these Terms of Use and we do not take action immediately, 
this does not mean that we are giving up any rights that we may have (we can take action in the 
future). 

21.4 Third Party Beneficiary. These Terms of Use govern the relationship between Presagis and you, and 
a third party cannot claim any rights as beneficiary.  

21.5 Assignment. Presagis may assign or transfer these Terms of Use, at its sole discretion, without 
restriction. 

21.6 Notices. Notices pertaining to these Terms of Use must be given by email, in the English language. 
If to Presagis, they shall be sent to: legal@presagis.com. If to you, they shall be sent to the email 
address you use to access the Platform through your User Account. Such notices shall be deemed 
to have been received by the addressee upon the next business day following the date they were 
sent. 

21.7 Headings. The division of these Terms of Use into sections and the insertion of headings are for 
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convenience of reference only and will not affect the construction or interpretation of these Terms 
of Use. 

21.8 Force Majeure. In the event Presagis is unable to perform its obligations under these Terms of Use 
because of a Force Majeure, Presagis shall not be liable to you for any damages resulting from such 
failure to perform or otherwise from such causes. "Force Majeure" shall mean acts or events 
beyond the reasonable control of Presagis, including, but not limited to, acts of God, strikes, 
lockouts, or other industrial disturbances, riots, epidemics, pandemics, landslides, floods, fires, 
washouts, arrests and restraints, civil disturbances, explosions, war (declared or not), embargoes, 
terrorism, national emergencies, failure of communication or power supply, compliance with acts, 
orders, regulations or requests of any competent federal, state or local governmental authority, 
reasonably beyond the control of Presagis and which, by exercise of due diligence, Presagis is 
unable to overcome.  

21.9 Language. The parties declare that they have requested and hereby confirm their express wish that 
these Terms of Use, and any related agreements or documents, be drawn up in the English 
language, and that any notification, letter or other form of communication from a party to the other 
shall be solely in the English language. 

22 Address, Contact and Technical Support 
22.1 Address and Contact. Presagis is located at 8585 ch. de la Côte-de-Liesse, Saint-Laurent (Quebec) 

Canada, H4T 1G6. If you have any comments, questions or complaints regarding these Presagis’ 
Terms of Use or practices, please send an email to v5d@Presagis.com. 

22.2 Technical Support. Subject to having a valid Subscription, technical support is available to support 
the use of the Platform, including data management, data processing, data hosting, asset depot, 
V5D projects, and other direct utilization of the Platform (“Technical Support Services”) 
via v5d@Presagis.com. Presagis supports only the current version of the Platform. Presagis 
Technical Support Services reply to end-user requests within one business day. Telephone support 
hotline access is available Monday to Friday (excluding public and civic holidays in Montreal, 
Canada) during the following hours: 8:00AM - 4:00PM PST or 9:00AM - 5:00PM EST. Please visit 
www.presagis.com/en/page/support-contacts/ for the latest phone numbers and email addresses 
for Technical Support Services. Please note that such Technical Support Services do not include the 
use of the Platform outside of the scope of V5D project functions provided within the Platform, and 
if you wish to obtain that type of support, contact us to purchase it separately. Any technical 
support will be provided remotely. A response is not guaranteed for end-users under a Trial Access. 

 
// end of Terms of Use  

mailto:v5d@Presagis.com
mailto:support@cesium.com
http://www.presagis.com/en/page/support-contacts/
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Exhibit A  
Current Subscription Fees and Initial Credits 

 
VELOCITY 5D (V5D) is a flexible, cross-platform, and cloud-based web platform that offers a way forward 
for organizations to interpret the world around them with evolving requirements. V5D provides ultimate 
flexibility to rapidly create or consume geospatial 3D digital twins using a secure and scalable solution so 
you can create, simulate, collaborate, and make better decisions. It aims at streamlining and integrating 
massive amounts of GIS data to produce large, realistic 3D virtual environments. 
 
You can access and use V5D by purchasing a Subscription. 
 
INDIVIDUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 
 

 Annual-based Subscription Monthly-based Subscription 

Subscription Fees USD$2,988.00 USD$249.00 

Subscription Term Twelve (12) months starting from the 
payment of the Subscription Fees 

One (1) month starting from the 
payment of the Subscription Fees 

Credits Included  Up-to 20,000 Credits  Up-to 1,500 Credits 

 
 
TEAM SUBSCRIPTION 
 

 Number of 
Users 

Annual-based Subscription 
per Team 

Monthly-based Subscription 
Per Team 

Subscription Fees 

Up to 5 Users USD$14,345 USD$1,196 

Up-to 10 Users USD$27,490 USD$2,291 

Up-to 20 Users USD$52,590 USD$4,384 

Subscription Term 
 Twelve (12) months starting 

from the payment of the 
Subscription Fees 

One (1) month starting from 
the payment of the 
Subscription Fees 

Credits Included   Up-to 100,000 Credits Up-to 8,200 Credits 
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ENTERPRISE SUBSCRIPTION* 
 

 Annual-based Subscription Monthly-based Subscription 

Subscription Fees Based on Enterprise Needs per annual 
subscription 

Based on Enterprise Needs per 
Enterprise per Term of one (1) 
month 

Subscription Term Twelve (12) months starting from the 
payment of the Subscription Fees 

One (1) month starting from the 
payment of the Subscription Fees 

Credits Included  Based on Enterprise Needs per yearly 
Subscription 

Based on Enterprise Needs per 
monthly Subscription 

 
*For Enterprise subscriptions please contact directly to Presagis at insidesales@presagis.com.  
 
TRIAL 
 
PRESAGIS also offers a 30-day free trial option to allow users to see for themselves the value VELOCITY 5D 
can bring to their projects. Here are the details: 
 

 Trial Access 

Subscription Fees Free 

Subscription Term Thirty (30) days starting from the acceptance of Presagis Terms of Use 

Credits included  No Credits available 

 

CREDITS 

VELOCITY 5D offers users a credit system to help them manage effectively their data consumption. Here 
are the details: 

1) Credits by Capability/Task 

Task Credits Used* 

Storage /Gb 0.3 

AI Processing / hour 150 

Digital Twin Generation / hour 26 

Download / Gb 26 

Live-editing Interaction / 3D Visualization hour 75 

*1 Credit is equal to 10 cents (USD$ 0.10) 

mailto:insidesales@presagis.com
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2) Credit Consumption 

Credits are used for the following components: 

• Data costs: how much data was consumed through storage. 
• Processing costs: how much data was processed through a processing task. 
• Infrastructure costs: how much machine time was used during data consumption 

and computation. 
 
 
 
// end of Exhibit A to Terms of Use 
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	4.3 Credits. Please refer to Exhibit A for current Subscription Fees applicable and Credits allowance. Your Credits allow you to interact with the Platform to either store, process, visualize or transfer Content and data.
	4.4 Taxes.
	4.4.1 Presagis will add to the Fees, sales and use tax, value added tax, goods and service tax and other such indirect type taxes as required and applicable to the Fees under the relevant tax laws and issue the appropriate invoice in the format and wi...
	4.4.2 The Fees are exclusive of all taxes and other like charges imposed by any taxing authority (including the indirect taxes required under the relevant tax law to be added to the Fees as mentioned above).
	4.4.3 The Payor shall pay the Fees, and any other amounts owed under these Terms of Use, without withholding or deduction for taxes. If the Payor is required by any applicable law to deduct or withhold amounts otherwise payable to Presagis hereunder, ...
	4.4.4 The parties will cooperate to enable each party to more accurately determine its own tax liability and to minimize such liability to the extent legally permissible. Each party will provide and make available to the other any resale certificates,...

	4.5 Cancelling your Subscription. You may give us notice to terminate your Subscription at any time (including any renewal Term), but you will not be refunded for any unused Credits or remaining months on your Subscription period, unless it is legally...
	4.6 Trial Version. In order for you to assess the Platform, Presagis offers you a one-time only 30 day (“Trial Period”) free trial version of the Platform solely for evaluation purposes (“Trial Access”). Any Trial Access is provided on a “as is” basis...
	4.7 Month-to-Month Automatic Renewal. At the end of its initial Term of one year, your Subscription will automatically be renewed for successive Terms of one month (monthly basis) at the then-current Subscription Fees, to which you hereby agree. For a...

	5 User Account
	5.1 In order to be able to access the Platform and use the Services, you must sign up for a user account (“User Account”) and, as mentioned in Section 17, you must obtain customer clearance from our export control department (clearance check). If you ...
	5.2 When signing up for your User Account, you must use a unique username and password that you must keep secure (“User ID”). You are only allowed to sign up for one User Account and you will not share your User ID with anyone else. Presagis will not ...
	5.3 As a condition of your use of the Platform, you warrant that: (i) you have reached the age of majority in your jurisdiction of residence; (ii) you possess the legal authority to create a binding legal obligation; (iii) you will use the Platform in...
	5.4 You may not assign, transfer or sublicense your User Account and these Terms of Use, by operation of law or otherwise, without Presagis’ prior written consent. Any attempt by you to assign or transfer your User Account or these Terms of Use, witho...
	5.5 When available, and as part of the functionality of the Platform, you may link your User Account with online accounts you have with third-party service providers (each such account, a “Third-Party Account”) to confirm your identity by providing yo...

	6 NO WARRANTY: YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE OF THE PLATFORM IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK.
	6.1 TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW BUT SUBJECT TO THESE TERMS OF USE, THE PLATFORM, CONTENT AND ANY SERVICES PERFORMED OR PROVIDED BY THE PLATFORM ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF...
	6.2 FURTHERMORE, PRESAGIS DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE PLATFORM, THE CONTENT, ITS FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS WILL MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS, BE UNINTERRUPTED, BE SECURE, BE ACCURATE, BE COMPLETE, BE FREE OF ERRORS, VIRUSES, OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS,...

	7 Limitation of Liability
	7.1 TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PROVIDED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL PRESAGIS, ITS AFFILIATES, OR THEIR LICENSORS, SERVICE PROVIDERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, OFFICERS, OR DIRECTORS BE LIABLE FOR DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, UNDER ANY LEGAL THEORY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONN...
	7.2 Further, except for any Trial Access of the Platform where Presagis shall have no liability to you whatsoever, the total liability of Presagis and its suppliers and distributors for any claims under these Terms of Use, including for any implied wa...
	7.3 We recognise that in some countries, you might have legal rights as a consumer and as such, nothing in these Terms of Use limits any consumers’ legal rights if these may not be waived by contract.

	8 Indemnification
	8.1 You will, at your expense, indemnify, defend and hold us and our employees, agents, successors, directors, officers, subsidiaries, affiliates, licensors, service providers and assigns harmless from any suits, losses, claims, demands, liabilities, ...

	9 Intellectual Property Rights
	9.1 Property Rights of Presagis. The Platform and its entire content, features, and functionality (including but not limited to all information, software, text, displays, images, video, and audio, and the design, selection, and arrangement thereof) ar...
	9.2 No Other Rights Granted. Using this Platform does not give you ownership of any intellectual property rights in our data, the Content, Services or Platform. These Terms of Use do not grant you the right to use any branding or logos used on our Pla...
	9.3 Trademarks. Presagis and Presagis & Design are trademarks of Presagis Canada Inc. Other names, words, titles, phrases, logos, designs, graphics, icons and trademarks that might be displayed on the Platform may constitute registered or unregistered...
	9.4 Your Content. Subject to third-party rights, including your licensors, any Content that you post on the Platform remains yours; you retain all your rights to your Content at all times. Other end-users can only access your Content if you give them ...
	9.5 Infringement. In the event you learn that there is, or may be, any infringement, unauthorized use or unauthorized disclosure of the Platform or Content, in whole or in part, you shall promptly notify Presagis in writing of same. In the event of a ...
	9.6 Continuous Use of the Platform. If the resolution of an infringement claim, whether by definitive settlement or final judgment prevent you from using the Platform, then, at its sole discretion and expense, Presagis may:
	a. obtain for you the right to continue using the Platform, or
	b. replace or modify the Platform without substantially compromising its principal functions, or
	c. if a. and/or b. are not reasonably available, as determined by Presagis exercising its sole discretion, then Presagis may terminate the Platform license and, notwithstanding Section 4.2, reimburse you the Subscription Fees paid, on a pro-rata basis...
	9.7 Section 9.6 (“Continuous Use of the Platform”) sets out Presagis' entire liability and End-User's exclusive remedy for infringement claims.

	10 Term, termination, and suspension.
	10.1 Effective Date. These Terms of Use are effective as of the date you click “Yes” to confirm your agreement with the Platform’s conditions or when you first login to the Platform, whichever occurs first.
	10.2 Termination or Suspension. Subject to Section 4.7 (“Month-to-Month Automatic Renewal”), these Terms of Use will remain in effect until the expiration, termination or cancellation of your Subscription, whichever is earliest. If your User Account i...
	10.3 Effects of Termination.
	10.3.1 Subject to Section 10.4 (“Retrieval Period”), upon termination, the limited licenses and rights given by these Terms of Use will automatically terminate and you, or others using your Content or data, may no longer have access to such Content or...
	10.3.2 Further, upon termination you shall: (i) discontinue all use of the Platform and Content (except for your Content); (ii) if applicable, purge all copies of the Content (except for your Content) or any portion thereof from all computer storage d...
	10.3.3 After termination of your Subscription, Presagis will make reasonable attempts to promptly remove your Content and data from the Platform. However, caching of, or references to, your Content and data may not be immediately removed, subject to P...

	10.4 Retrieval Period. Upon the termination of your Subscription, regardless of the reason for termination, you will be able to retrieve your Content and data, upon a written notice given to such effect to Presagis, at the latest 14 days following the...
	10.5 No Liability. Presagis will not be liable for any damages, losses, or other consequences that you may incur as a result of any suspension or termination of your use and access of the Platform or your User Account.
	10.6 Survival. The following sections shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect: 3.7 (“Restrictions of Use”), 3.9 (“Feedback”), 6 (“No Warranty”), 7 (“Limitation of Liability”), 8 (“Indemnification”) 9 (“Intellectual Property Rights”), 10 (“T...

	11 Monitoring and Enforcement
	11.1 Monitoring and Enforcement. Upon request, you will provide assurances acceptable to Presagis that you are using the Platform, including the Content, consistently with the terms of these Terms of Use. Presagis has the right to: (i) embed a audit/s...
	11.2 No Monitoring Obligation. Nonetheless, Presagis cannot and does not undertake to verify, investigate, endorse or review all Content and material before it is posted onto the Platform, and cannot always ensure prompt removal of objectionable mater...

	12 Links to third Party.
	12.1 Our Platform displays some Content, including your Content, that is not Presagis’ and may contain links to third-party web sites or applications (“Third Party Works”). These links are provided solely as a convenience to you and not as an endorsem...

	13 Confidentiality
	13.1 You agree to keep these Terms of Use and any sensitive information provided to you by Presagis, including any tailored services and/or software, provided to you through the Platform in strict confidence and that you will not disclose them to anyo...
	13.2 For more clarity, Presagis will not disclose your Content to any government or third party without your consent except as required to comply with the law or a binding order of a governmental body. Unless prohibited by law, we will give you notice...

	14 Privacy Protection
	14.1 Privacy Statement. Presagis’ Privacy Statement, found at https://www.cae.com/privacy-policy/, explain how we treat your personal data and protect your privacy when you use our Platform. By using the Platform, you acknowledge our Privacy Statement...
	14.2 Cookie Policy. Presagis’ Cookie Policy, found at https://www.presagis.com/en/page/cookie-policy/ explain our usage of cookies and other tracking technologies when you use our Platform. By using the Platform, you acknowledge our Cookie Policy, inc...

	15 Communication Preferences
	15.1 By creating a User Account and/or by accessing and using the Platform, you agree to receive electronic communications from Presagis (e.g., via email, push notification, text messages, or other types of messages). These mandatory communications in...

	16 Modifying our Platform
	16.1 We are constantly changing and improving our Platform. We may add or remove functionalities or features, and we may suspend or stop the Services and/or Platform altogether, at Presagis’ sole discretion.

	17 Export Laws
	17.1 Presagis is committed to comply with all applicable Sanctions Regulations and shall not provide software, content or services to any entity or individual being restricted or sanctioned or otherwise. “Sanctions Regulations” shall include, but are ...
	17.2 Presagis shall conduct independent screening of any entity, person and end-user using the Platform, and deny access to same, including Content, to any entity, person or end-user determined or suspected to be restricted or sanctioned. You agree to...
	17.3 You confirm that you and/or the entity(ies) you are representing while using the Platform, including Content, are not subject to Sanctions Regulations.
	17.4 You agree to comply with Export Control Laws and Regulations while using the Platform, including Content. You shall not upload any data subject to Export Control Laws and Regulations onto the Platform or any service hosted in Presagis’ cloud envi...
	17.5 You understand that the Platform, including Content, is intended to be used for your benefit and/or the entity(ies) you are representing’s benefit only. You hereby represent and warrant that the Platform, including Content, will not be exported, ...

	18 U.S. Government End-User Rights
	18.1 The Platform, including Content, and related documentation are “commercial items” as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 2.101, consisting of “technical data” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.211 or 48 C.F.R. 227.7102. Consistent with 48 C.F....

	19 Irreparable Harm
	19.1 You acknowledge that the Platform constitutes a special, irreplaceable asset of great value to Presagis, and that a breach or threatened breach of any of these Terms of Use would cause serious and irreparable harm to Presagis which may not be ade...

	20 Governing Law and Dispute Resolution
	20.1 By accessing and using the Platform, you agree that all matters relating to your access to, or use of, the Platform, shall be governed, when applicable, by the laws of Ontario, without regard to conflict of laws principles, and the Federal laws o...

	21 Miscellaneous
	21.1 Entire Agreement. These Terms of Use constitute the entire agreement between us with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersede and replace all prior agreements and understandings.
	21.2 Unenforceable. Any term or provision found by a court of law to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable shall automatically be deemed conformed to the minimum requirements of law and it, with all other provisions, shall be given full force and effe...
	21.3 No Waiver. If you do not comply with these Terms of Use and we do not take action immediately, this does not mean that we are giving up any rights that we may have (we can take action in the future).
	21.4 Third Party Beneficiary. These Terms of Use govern the relationship between Presagis and you, and a third party cannot claim any rights as beneficiary.
	21.5 Assignment. Presagis may assign or transfer these Terms of Use, at its sole discretion, without restriction.
	21.6 Notices. Notices pertaining to these Terms of Use must be given by email, in the English language. If to Presagis, they shall be sent to: legal@presagis.com. If to you, they shall be sent to the email address you use to access the Platform throug...
	21.7 Headings. The division of these Terms of Use into sections and the insertion of headings are for convenience of reference only and will not affect the construction or interpretation of these Terms of Use.
	21.8 Force Majeure. In the event Presagis is unable to perform its obligations under these Terms of Use because of a Force Majeure, Presagis shall not be liable to you for any damages resulting from such failure to perform or otherwise from such cause...
	21.9 Language. The parties declare that they have requested and hereby confirm their express wish that these Terms of Use, and any related agreements or documents, be drawn up in the English language, and that any notification, letter or other form of...

	22 Address, Contact and Technical Support
	22.1 Address and Contact. Presagis is located at 8585 ch. de la Côte-de-Liesse, Saint-Laurent (Quebec) Canada, H4T 1G6. If you have any comments, questions or complaints regarding these Presagis’ Terms of Use or practices, please send an email to v5d@...
	22.2 Technical Support. Subject to having a valid Subscription, technical support is available to support the use of the Platform, including data management, data processing, data hosting, asset depot, V5D projects, and other direct utilization of the...


